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sentiO REVIEW

- Network review and playback software

sentiO-REVIEW
● searches and connects to any sentiO recorder/server on the network
● views any camera from any sentiO recorder at rates up to 25ips
● plays back recorded images from any connected sentiO server
● authorised users can configure any sentiO server over network
● changes take effect immediately without reset
Instant review of event history with innovative TimeLine over network
Export video to CDROM or to any other media via network
Displays live video from any sentiO server on network
No additional hardware required
SENTIO-REVIEW

sentiO-REVIEW is a software only solution to connect to
any sentiO recorder/server on a network. It runs on the
reliable Windows 2000 platform. sentiO-REVIEW searches
and finds any sentiO recorder on the network
automatically, connects and displays any camera from any
connected recorder/server. To preserve valuable network
bandwidth, REVIEW requests the server to intelligently
scale the images to be sent. The innovative image scaling
allows REVIEW to achieve video display speeds of 25 full
screen images per second (ips) over 100Mbps ethernet.

REVIEW FUNCTIONALITY
Server access from REVIEW is password authenticated.
Only authorised users may change server configuration.
Configuration changes take effect immediately. There is
no need to reset the server.
REVIEW can receive alarms from the server. Alarms and
Video Motion Detection (VMD) can be acknowledged
remotely.
PTZ cameras can be controlled remotely using the on
screen intuitive control menu.

sentiO REVIEW

CONNECTIVITY
REVIEW Lite can connect to single server. Pro connects
to any number of servers on the same network and
displays up to 16 cameras. Pro can configure servers on
the network.

PLAYBACK
sentiO-REVIEW can playback up to 16 different recorded
video
streams
simultaneously
from
sentiO
recorders/servers on the same network. Many screen
configurations enable the viewing of recorded video at
different resolutions. Any camera view can be changed to
full screen view with a single mouse click.
Playback has simple controls. Video can be played back at
the originally recorded speed or at x2, x4, x6, x8 of
recorded speed. There are also freeze-frame, single frame
advance controls allowing detailed view of a scene. Fast
Forward and Fast Reverse buttons allow easy video
search.
Recorded video can be searched for specific periods by
date and time, contact alarms, for motion alarms.
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VIDEO EXPORT
sentiO-REVIEW can receive video from any connected server and then export the clips onto writeable CD. Video
player may be exported together with images. Exported video may then be viewed on any PC with a Windows 98, NT
or 2000 operating system without any additional hardware or software.

IMAGE AUTHENTICATION
sentiO-REVIEW can check image integrity. Images that are tampered with do not display date & time during playback,
clearly indicating failed authentication. This feature is also available on exported images.

REVIEW Pro
sentiO REVIEW Pro is a fully featured network view and playback software. It can
connect to multiple hosts. Pro can remotely configure any connected machine. Video
clips may be exported to CD on the remote unit. It can also remotely control cameras
through its network PTZ controller software.

REVIEW lite
Lite connects to a single sentiO recorder on the network. It allows the user to view live
video from remote server and can also display playback images.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
REVIEW requires a minimum of 800MHz PIII with 128MB RAM with Windows 2000/XP
operating system.
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